Consequences and Rewards

Gold
Zone
Green

You will receive a sticker
every time they reach Gold
Zone. At the end of the halfterm, all children who have
been in Gold Zone will receive a certificate.
You will be allowed to attend
the Green Zone Party in full
at the end of the half-term.

Zone
Grey
Zone
Orange
Zone

Red Zone

Your behaviour may result in
you moving to Orange Zone.
However, you can avoid this
and move back to Green Zone
if you try hard.
You will miss your next
break and dinnertime in detention. The school will
phone home and send a letter
explaining what has
happened today. For every
Orange Zone, you will miss
20 minutes of the Green Zone
Party.
You will miss your next 3
breaks and dinnertimes in the
Reflection Room. The school
will phone home and send a
letter explaining what has
happened today. For every
Red Zone, you will miss 40
minutes of the Green Zone
Party.

How it Works:
Everyday you start off in Green Zone. If you
work hard or behave really well, you might get
moved to Gold Zone!
If you do not go into Orange or Red Zone in a
half-term you will be able to go to a special
Green Zone party in the last week.
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We want all children at our
school to become great learners.

Grey Zone is an chance for you to think about
your behaviour and change what you are doing
before it becomes more serious.

We believe that all of you have

Orange Zone is for if your Grey Zone behaviour

the right to learn and feel safe

gets worse or if you do something serious.
Red Zone is for if your Orange Zone behaviour
gets worse or if you do something very serious.
We are sure that most children will finish each
day in the Green Zone or Gold Zone.
Your teachers will use this code of conduct to decide which zone to put you in.

at school.

This is our code of conduct. By
coming to our school, you agree
to always behave in the best
possible way.
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R ed Zone
B ehaviours

Orange Zone
B ehaviours

Grey Zone
B ehaviours
If you do any of these things after being

If you do any of these things, you will have

If you do any of these things, you will

asked to stop, you have move your name to

to move your name to Orange Zone:

have to move your name to Red Zone:

Grey Zone:

·

·

·

·

You are talking when you have been

signs with your hands on the play-

told to be silent;

ground;

You do not follow instructions from an

·

adult in school;

·

You are disturbing others and prevent-

·

ing them from learning;

·

You use bad language or make rude

Your behaviour means that you need a

·

·
In addition, if you continue to behave in this
way after moving your name, you will be

retaliation);

·

You throw an object to deliberately

You are rude or disrespectful to a

hurt somebody or damage some-

member of staff;

thing;

You keep disturbing other children in

·

You are involved in a fight;

class;

·

You keep upsetting another child
deliberately;

You lose your temper and refuse to do
as you are aksed;

time-out from class.

You hurts another child (even in

·

You use racist language or

Your behaviour means that you have to

comments that upset a group of

be sent to another classroom so as not

people;

to disturb others.

Please note: if you are in Red Zone twice
in a half-term, then a more serious con-

moved to Orange Zone.
If you improve your behaviour, you will be

In addition, if you continue to behave in this

moved backed to Green Zone

way after moving your name, you will be
moved to Red Zone.

sequence may apply and your behaviour
will be dealt with by the Vice Principal or
the Deputy Head teacher.

